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Thundelarra Ltd 

Leveraged to success on multiple fronts 

 Thundelarra Ltd (THX) is an Australian based mineral exploration company with a ■
diverse collection of assets from precious metals to copper and graphite.  

 THX’s Red Bore copper project and Keller Creek nickel project are adjacent to ■
existing infrastructure and world class orebodies and we believe these under-
developed assets could have significant success over the next 12 months.   

 We initiate coverage with an Add recommendation and A$0.12cps sum of the parts ■
based target price.  

A collection of prospective assets 
We argue that THX’s assets are yet to be fully appreciated. The Red Bore assets have 
high grade but discrete zones of copper mineralisation, which have yet to be fully tested. 
In our view the recent Monty discovery by Sandfire Resources (SFR, Hold, TP 
A$5.80ps) proved that mineralisation is persistent at a depth at which THX has yet to 
fully investigate. At Keller Creek THX’s 20% free carried option, which is in close 
proximity to a new high grade nickel discovery, is highly prospective and potentially 
paves the way for an M&A buyout down the track.  

Red Bore secrets still yet to be fully appreciated 
Red Bore is a small 2km

2
 granted mining license located less than 1.5km from SFR’s 

current mining operations. It is a strategic tenement located adjacent to existing 
infrastructure. THX recommenced exploration in April 2014 with initial drill programs 
focused on the delineation of feeder pipes into what they believe could come from a 
deeper seated source of the copper/gold mineralisation. Recent drill programs 
intercepted significant high grade mineralisation with best intercepts of 15.6m @ 15.2% 
Cu in hole TRBDD09 and 16m @ 9% Cu in hole TRBC075. Red Bore remains an 
important asset, particularly after the recent discovery of the Monty deposit by SFR.  

Keller Creek an option on Savannah North  
THX retains a 20% free carried interest in Keller Creek, which sits adjacent to 
Panoramic Resources’ (PAN, not rated) Savannah North discovery. PAN initially 
discovered Savannah North in early 2014 and has since actively explored for extensions 
to these mineralised zones. Recently PAN conducted a large program of ground 
geophysics, which showed the Savannah North mineralisation strike extent potential to 
be around 2000m long. The large EM anomaly generated by the EM program extends 
well into THX’s 20% free carried JV ground and could be a significant value addition if 
additional resources are delineated in their tenement area. 

Investment view 
We identify c2x upside to our sum of the parts valuation of 12cps based on aggregate 
valuations of THX’s constituent assets. The easiest path to equity upside we see is the 
successful delineation of additional resources at Red Bore and Keller Creek or via M&A 
on the company’s regional assets. Upside and downside risks are linked to fluctuations 
in commodity and currency prices and the outcomes of exploration programs. 
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ADD 
Current price: A$0.068 

Target price:   A$0.12 

Previous target: A$ 

Up/downside: 76.5% 

Reuters: THY.AX 

Bloomberg: THX AU 

Market cap: US$15.34m 

 A$21.72m 

Average daily turnover: US$0.01m 

 A$0.01m 

Current shares o/s 319.4m 

Free float: 70.0% 
 

Key changes in this note 

 Initiation.  

 

 
 

 
Price performance 1M 3M 12M 

Absolute (%) -8.1 -17.1 -40.9 

Relative (%) -4.7 -9.6 -33.2 

  
 James WILSON 

T (61) 8 6160 8707  
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Financial Summary Jun-14A Jun-15A Jun-16F Jun-17F Jun-18F

Revenue (A$m) 1.51 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

Operating EBITDA (A$m) -1.00 -2.01 -2.01 -2.01 -2.01

Net Profit (A$m) -1.06 -2.01 -2.01 -2.01 -2.01

Normalised EPS (A$) (0.003) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Normalised EPS Growth (71.6%) 90.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

FD Normalised P/E (x) NA NA NA NA NA

DPS (A$) -                   -              -              -              -              

Dividend Yield 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

EV/EBITDA (x) NA NA NA NA NA

P/FCFE (x) NA NA NA NA NA

Net Gearing (94.2%) (94.2%) (94.2%) (94.2%) (94.2%)

P/BV (x) 2.79 2.79 2.79 2.79 2.79

ROE (22.0%) (25.9%) (25.9%) (25.9%) (25.9%)

% Change In Normalised EPS Estimates   

Normalised EPS/consensus EPS (x)   
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THX Financial data  

 

 
SOURCE: MORGANS RESEARCH, COMPANY   

 
 

 

Year to  30 Jun (A $ m) A IF R S A IF R S A IF R S A IF R S A IF R S P rice target  (A $ ) 0.12

Inco me statement 2014A 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F Valuation (A$) 0.12$             

Divisional sales 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Total revenues 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Valuat io n summary A $ m A $ ps D C F  valuat io n inputs

EBITDA -1.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 Keller Creek JV 8.0 0.03 Rf 5.25%

Depreciation & amortisation -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Red Bore/Curara Well 15.0 0.05 Rm-Rf 6.00%

EBIT -1.1 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 Red Dragon 1.4 0.00 Beta 0.97

Net interest expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Re giona l Asse ts CAPM  (Rf+Beta(Rm-Rf))11.0%

Pre-tax profit -1.1 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 - Sophie Downs, Pine Creek, Ngalia Basin 9.0 0.03 Tax rate (t) 30.0%

Tax expense 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Tota l -  P roje c ts 3 3 .4 0 .10 WA C C 9.97%

Abnormals - pre-tax 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Cash & Investments 5.0 0.02 Shares 319.4

NPAT -1.1 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 Options 1.0 0.00

Abnormals - post-tax 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Corporate overheads - 0.8 0.00

M inorities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Tota l va lua tion 3 8 .6 0 .12

Reported NPAT -1.1 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0

Produc tion (koz) 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Gro wth rat io s 2014A 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F Gold production (koz) 0 0 0 80

Sales growth 0% N/A

Operating cost growth 0% N/A

Ke y a ssumptions 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

C ash f lo w statement 2014A 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F USD / AUD exchange rate 0.71 0.71 0.73 0.71

EBITDA -1.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 Gold price (US$/oz) 1150 1150 1100 1100

Cash flow from operations -0.7 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 Gold price (A$/oz) 1620 1620 1507 1549

Capex 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Disposals 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 P er share data 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Acquisitions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 No. shares 318.8 318.8 318.8 318.8

Cash flow from investing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EPS (cps) -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

Incr/(decr) in equity 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EPS (normalised) (c) -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

Incr/(decr) in debt 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Dividend per share (c) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Ordinary dividend paid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Dividend payout ratio  (%) 0% 0% 0% 0%

Other financing cash flow 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Dividend yield (%) 0% 0% 0% 0%

Cash flow from financing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Inc/(decr) cash -0.7 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 Operat ing perfo rmance 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Equity FCF -1 -2 -2 -2 -2 EBIT growth 91% 0% 0% N/A

NPAT growth 91% 0% 0% N/A

B alance sheet 2014A 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F Normalised EPS growth 91% 0% 0% 0%

Cash & deposits 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 Asset turnover (%) 6% 6% 6% 6%

Inventory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EBITDA margin (%) 0% 0% 0% -402%

Investments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 EBIT margin (%) 0% 0% 0% -402%

Intangible assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Net profit margin (%) 0% 0% 0% -402%

Fixed assets 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 Return on net assets (%) -24% -24% -24% -24%

Other assets 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Net debt / (cash) (A$m) -7.3 -7.3 -7.3 -7.3

Total assets 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 Net debt/equity (%) -94% -94% -94% -94%

Short-term borrowings 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Net interest/EBIT cover (x) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Long-term borrowings 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ROIC (%) -448% -448% -448% -448%

Interest bearing debt 0 0 0 0 0

Provisions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total liabilities 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Share capital 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0

Other reserves 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Retained earnings -51.8 -51.8 -51.8 -51.8 -51.8

Total equity 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8

M inority interest 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total shareholders' equity 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8

Total liabilities & SE 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2

Valuat io n sensit iv ity to  disco unt rate (A $ / share) T o tal revenues and EB IT  (A $ m)

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

0.12

0.14

0.16

0.18

WACC 0.00% 5.00% 10.00% 12.50% 15.00%
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Company overview 

THX’s assets are located at Doolgunna, Western Australia and are proximal to 
SFR’s DeGrussa operations. THX holds a 90% interest in the Red Bore project 
next to DeGrussa where the company has identified high grade near surface 
copper mineralisation and is conducting work programs to explore for 
extensions and repetitions to the mineralisation.  

THX recently acquired the Red Dragon gold projects near Meekatharra in 
Western Australia. THX believes the strategic location adjacent to existing gold 
production infrastructure was a primary reason for acquiring the assets.  

In the Kimberley Region of Western Australia THX’s Sophie Downs project is 
prospective for base metals and graphite. A second project at Keller Creek in 
the East Kimberley abuts Panoramic Resources’ (ASX: PAN, not rated) 
Savannah Nickel mine and hosts a highly prospective interpreted strike length 
extension of PAN’s Savannah North discovery which was announced earlier in 
2015.  

In the Northern Territory, THX has a number of prospective base metals and  
uranium targets at its Allamber project which is located 240km to the south-
east of Darwin.   

 

Investment thesis – share price catalysts 

 

 Diverse portfolio exposure to a broad suite of commodities:  
THX offers diverse exposure to a suite of mature assets. We believe 
the potential for success at Red Bore or Keller Creek offer investors 
short-term potential for success in further discoveries due to their 
advanced nature and increasing understanding about the structural 
controls of mineralisation.  

 Red Bore project could pay off with increased understanding 
courtesy of SFR:   
SFR is investing heavily in resource definition and exploration at Monty. 
We take the view that the level of understanding of regional targets will 
increase not only for SFR but also for other explorers in the region.  

 Exploration upside in the Nickel portfolio that’s free carried 
thanks to Panoramic Resources  
The potential for additional discoveries at Keller Creek is high after 
geophysics generated a large EM target, which straddles THX’s 20% 
free carried interest tenement adjacent to Savannah North. With further 
work to be carried out by PAN in the short term, we believe the upside 
in value could increase materially on any new discoveries.   

 Acquisition of Red Dragon adds gold exposure, but it’s early days 
The proposed acquisition of a collection of gold tenements held by  
“Red Dragon Mines” adds prospectivity for advanced exploration plays 
with walk up drill targets in structurally controlled high grade goldfields. 
The transaction is subject to shareholder approval and is due to be 
completed by late 2015.  

 Sophie Downs graphite results in the near term 
THX reported a 45m intercept of graphitic schist at Little Mount Isa 
Prospect in September 2015. Results are expected in the near term 
which, if successful, could see a re-rating of the stock for its graphite 
potential upside.  
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Valuation breakdown 

We identify approximately 2x upside to our valuation of 12cps based 
on the aggregate valuations of THX’s constituent assets. The easiest 
path we see to equity upside is successful delineation of additional 
resources at Red Bore and Keller Creek or via M&A on the company’s 
regional assets.  

The rationale for our valuation is explained in Figure 1. 

 

Our sum of the parts 
valuation takes into 
account the value of 
recent M&A deals in the 
Cu/Ni space and the 
prospectivity of newly 
acquired assets.  

Figure 1: Valuation breakdown  

 
 SOURCE: MORGANS   

 

 

Upside risks to our target price include:  
 
1) Success at Keller Creek in expanding resources into the Joint Venture area. 
 
2) Additional discoveries at Red Bore and Curara Well. 
 
3) Discovery of economic resources in the Red Dragon gold portfolio.  
 
4) M&A transactions on non-core assets including Sophie Downs and Ngalia. 
 
Downside risks: 
 
1) Prolonged uncertainty and funding issues in the junior exploration space. 
 
2) Lack of new discoveries. 
 
3) Further weakness in commodity prices.  
 
 
 

  

Project Valuation A$m A$ps Comments

Keller Creek JV $8.00 $0.03 Assuming 100kt Nickel potential in 

the 20% JV area leaves THX with 

10kt Ni Metal. At a 70% discount to 

spot pricing 

Red Bore/Curara Well $15.00 $0.05 Using a resource upside of 12kt Cu 

@ 0.45c/lb for $8m value, plus 

strategic asset acquisition value of 

$7m. This represents a similar value 

metric to the TLM/SFR JV 

transaction in 2013

Red Dragon $1.40 $0.004 Valuation at acquisition cost

Regional Assets  

-Sophie Downs, Pine Creek, 

Ngalia Basin

$9.00 $0.03 Valuation of potential upside in 

graphite at Pine Creek and Sophie 

Downs and M&A potential for Ngalia

Total of projects $33.40 $0.10

Cash & Investments $5.00 $0.02 Cash + Equity investments and 

Hayes Ck Sale

Options $1.00 $0.003

Corporate overheads -$0.80 -$0.003

Total valuation $38.60 $0.12
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Company overview 

Thundelarra Ltd (ASX: THX) is an Australian domestic mineral exploration 
company with active projects in Western Australia, the Northern Territory and 
Central Australia.  

 

 Figure 2: THX projects across Australia 

 
 SOURCE: COMPANY   

 

 

Western Australian projects 

In Western Australia THX’s assets are located at Doolgunna nearby to SFR’s 
current mining operations. THX holds a 90% interest in the Red Bore project 
where the company has identified high grade near surface copper 
mineralisation and is conducting work programs to explore for extensions and 
repetitions to the mineralisation. The Curara Well project (THX 90%), also at 
Doolgunna, has tenements covering areas to the north of the DeGrussa mine 
as well as the interpreted extensions to the Jenkins Fault, which is an important 
structural feature related to the copper mineralisation in the region.   

  

Figure 3: THX Kimberley projects Figure 4: THX Doolgunna projects 

  
SOURCE: COMPANY   SOURCE: COMPANY   
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Kimberley Region, Western Australia 

THX’s Sophie Downs project in Western Australia is prospective for base 
metals and graphite. A second project at Keller Creek in the East Kimberley 
abuts PAN’s Savannah Nickel mine and hosts the estimated strike length 
extension of PAN’s Savannah North discovery.  

In the Northern Territory, THX has a number of prospective base metals and  
uranium targets at its Allamber project, which is located 240km to the south-
east of Darwin.  THX also has the Ngalia basin uranium project in Central 
Australia, about 220km to the west-north-west of Alice Springs.  

Red Dragon acquisition, Western Australia 

THX recently announced the acquisition (subject to shareholder approval) of 
the Red Dragon Mines NL, a gold explorer with projects in Western Australia. 
THX believes the projects offer significant potential for gold discoveries and its 
proximity to existing processing infrastructure in the region mitigates any 
potential development costs.   

Projects  

Red Bore (THX 90%)  

Red Bore is a small 2km
2
 granted mining licence located 900km NNE of Perth, 

Western Australia and is less than 1km from SFR‘s current mining operations. 
THX entered a JV on the projects and recommenced exploration on the 
tenements in 2010.  

In May 2012 THX announced a small maiden resource of 48Kt @ 3.6% Cu for 
3.8Mlbs of Copper (1740t). The two projects at Impaler and Gossan represent 
two mineralised pipes, which contain high grade copper/gold mineralisation and 
remain open at depth.  

THX recommenced exploration in April 2014 with initial drill programs focussed 
on the delineation of these feeder pipes into a deeper seated source of the 
copper/gold mineralisation.   

The drill programs intercepted significant high grade mineralisation with best 
intercepts of 15.6m @ 15.2% Cu in hole TRBDD09 and 16m @ 9% Cu in hole 
TRBC075. Assays also recorded up to 19g/t gold and 39g/t silver in the drill 
holes.  

  
 

The proximity to SFR’s orebodies 
and the presence of high grade 
mineralisation on THX Red Bore 
project imply there’s potential for 
further discoveries at depth or within 
the Red Bore project area. 

 

THX learning is bolstered by 
ongoing exploration by their 
neighbours at DeGrussa, which 
adds to their knowledge base in a 
structurally complex terrain.  

Figure 5: Red Bore prospect 

 
 SOURCE: COMPANY   
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Recent work:  

Drilling during the September quarter 2015 returned results from a 19 hole drill 
program of RC drill holes for a total of 2650m. Best results included 52m @ 
2.5% Cu, 1.9g/t Au and 4.2g/t Ag in hole TBRC096 and 17m @ 2.8% Cu, 1.3g/t 
Au and 3.8g/t Ag in hole TBRC103.  

 

Why is Red Bore important? 

The recent discovery of the Monty mineralisation by SFR showed how subtle 
geophysical anomalies such as the off-hole EM conductors could result in a 
meaningful discovery. In our view the Red Bore prospect has significant 
potential for additional mineralisation. It has near surface high grade copper 
mineralisation, as well as mineralised zones, which are persistent at depth. 
THX’s current hypothesis is that the Impaler and Gossan targets could be 
feeders off a larger structure at depth and that the current deepest hole, which 
drilled to 304m, was insufficient to test this hypothesis.   

  

Figure 6: Red Bore projects location overlain on magnetics Figure 7: Red Bore geological model interpretation 

  
SOURCE: COMPANY   SOURCE: COMPANY   

  

 
Next steps at Red Bore:  

High powered ground electromagnetics (EM) is being completed now. THX 
plans a follow-up program of deeper diamond tails on existing and planned new 
drill-holes aimed at testing the conceptual feeder pipe model at depth, which 
will be followed by high powered down-hole EM aimed at generating additional 
off hole conductors to test deeper targets. Approvals are currently being sought 
and the company expects to be drilling by the end of 2015 or early 2016.  

 
Curara Well (THX 90%)  

Curara Well sits adjacent to the north of the Red Bore projects and covers 
83km

2
. Of particular interest is the 15km of strike extent of the Jenkins Fault 

Zone, which is a major structural feature that is considered to be a significant 
influence on the emplacement of the DeGrussa mineralisation.  

Recent work by the Geological Survey of Western Australia suggests that the 
Jenkin Fault is interpreted to be steeply dipping to the north and THX’s 
interpretation is that the prospective Narracoota volcanics could occur at depth 
to the north of the surface trace of the fault.  
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Curara Well is strategically located 
along the Jenkin Fault Zone, which 
is considered to be a significant 
influence on the emplacement of the 
DeGrussa mineralisation.  

Figure 8: Curara Well prospect location  

 
 SOURCE: COMPANY   

 

 

Recent work:  

THX conducted a 48 hole air-core program in the September quarter totalling 
2,289 as well as a 5 hole RC program for 928m. The principal aim of the 
program was to more accurately define the location of the Jenkin Fault zone 
below cover. The results of the program confirmed that the fault does dip 
steeply to the north but has yet to determine the presence of Narracoota 
sediments.  

Upcoming work:  

Further interpretation on the Downhole EM on the recent RC drill program will 
continue aimed at generating additional targets. We note the strong reliance on 
downhole EM data, particularly since the Monty discovery by SFR was found 
using similar methods 
 

Keller Creek, East Kimberley, WA (THX 20% free carried) 

THX sold its minority nickel interests to Panoramic Resources (ASX:PAN) in 
mid-2014. Upon completion of the sale, THX retained a 20% free carried 
interest in the exploration licence E80/4834 to the west of the existing 
resources at the Savannah mine, which is currently operated by PAN.  

PAN initially discovered Savannah North in early 2014 and has since actively 
explored for extensions to these mineralised zones. Recently PAN conducted a 
large program of ground geophysics, which showed the Savannah North 
mineralisation strike extent potential to be around 2000m long. The large EM 
anomaly generated by the EM program extends well into THX’s 20% free 
carried JV ground and could be a significant value addition if additional 
resources are delineated in their tenement area.  

 

Recent work:  

Since the initial discovery in February 2014, PAN has continued to explore for 
extensions to the Savannah North mineralisation. The most recent hole 
SMD164 returned results of 5.05m @ 2.62% Ni, 0.16% Cu and 0.1% Co, which 
extended the western most limits of the mineralised zone. Importantly this 
intercept is located less than 50m from the THX joint venture area to the west.   
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Figure 9: THX Savannah JV - THX 20% Figure 10: PAN’s Savannah project long section 

  
SOURCE: COMPANY   SOURCE: COMPANY   

  

 

Upcoming work:  

Completion of the Savannah North scoping study is due in late 2015. We 
anticipate further drilling will be planned once the broad mining parameters are 
established and that priority targets will focus on the extensions to the West of 
existing resources.  
 

Other projects 

THX has simplified its portfolio in Western Australia and the Northern Territory 
consistent with its strategy of project rationalisation. The Sophie Downs and 
Allamber projects are low priority projects, and are likely to have low cost value 
accretive work carried out.   

Allamber Graphite and base metals (THX 100%)  

THX’s exploration activity in the Northern Territory focusses on the Pine Creek 
area situated about 240km to the south east of Darwin. The Allamber base 
metals and graphite project is located adjacent to interstate rail, roads and gas 
pipeline infrastructure.  

Copper is the principal target at each prospect area, although in recent times 
THX has pursued the significant graphite potential also known to be present. 
Drilling on the graphite prospects “Hatrick” and “Cliff South” in 2012 yielded 
results of 36m @ 7.23% TGC and 28m @ 8.74% TGC.  

Drill results on the copper projects at “Ox Eyed Herring” in September 2015 
yielded intersections of 6m @ 1.6% Cu, 20g/t Ag. Follow-up work is planned.   
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Allamber has significant 
intersections of graphite 
over a broad 25km strike 
extent which THX hasn’t 
really fully tested since 
2012.  

Figure 11: Allamber projects – Northern Territory 

 
 SOURCE: COMPANY   

 

Sophie Downs graphite / base metals (THX 100%)  

THX operates a number of early stage exploration projects in the Sophie 
Downs region of Northern Western Australia. Prospective for base metals and 
graphite, it is located approximately 50km to the north east of Halls Creek.  

The project consists of the Little Mount Isa prospect and the Ilmars prospect, 
which had previously been explored for base metals. Best results from drilling 
in 2013 at Ilmars included 24m @ 2.05% Zn, 0.4% Cu, 0.25% Pb and 11g/t Ag 
in hole TAXR6094. Little Mount Isa had similar historical results including 13m 
@ 4.6% Zn in hole TSDRC06.  

 

Sophie Downs has previously been 
explored for base metals. In 
September 2015 THX targeted the 
graphite potential of the project 
area. 

Figure 12: Sophie Downs project location 

 
 SOURCE: COMPANY   
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In early drilling THX identified associated graphitic schists as the source of 
local EM conductors. In September 2015 THX targeted the graphite to evaluate 
in more detail the graphitic schists that were identified as the source of the local 
EM conductors.  

The drill program conducted in September returned significant visual intercepts 
of graphitic schist in hole TSDD001. As announced on 25/9/2015, THX 
believes the hole to visually contain +50% graphite over 45m from 83-118m. 
The company expects to receive results in November/December 2015.  

 

THX drilled the Sophie Downs 
prospect in September 2015. The 
first drill hole intersected 45m of 
graphitic schists in TSDD001.  

Figure 13: Sophie Downs graphite intercepts and potential strike extent 

 
 SOURCE: COMPANY   

 

Red Dragon 

THX has announced its intention to acquire Red Dragon Mines on 15/10/2015 
(pending shareholder approval). The projects are located in the Payne’s 
Find/Meekatharra region of Western Australia and are located in close 
proximity to existing processing and access infrastructure as well as THX’s 
existing projects at Red Bore.  

Consideration for the acquisition is by a placement of 17.9m shares at a price 
of A$0.077ps for a total value of A$1.38m. 

The majority of mineralisation that has been observed historically in the region 
is Archaean shear hosted gold, similar to other operators such as DRM and 
MLX located nearby.  
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Figure 14: Red Dragon projects Figure 15: Red Dragon and Red Bore projects 
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	Further interpretation on the Downhole EM on the recent RC drill program will continue aimed at generating additional targets. We note the strong reliance on downhole EM data, particularly since the Monty discovery by SFR was found using similar methods

	Keller Creek, East Kimberley, WA (THX 20% free carried)
	THX sold its minority nickel interests to Panoramic Resources (ASX:PAN) in mid-2014. Upon completion of the sale, THX retained a 20% free carried interest in the exploration licence E80/4834 to the west of the existing resources at the Savannah mine, ...
	PAN initially discovered Savannah North in early 2014 and has since actively explored for extensions to these mineralised zones. Recently PAN conducted a large program of ground geophysics, which showed the Savannah North mineralisation strike extent ...
	Recent work:
	Since the initial discovery in February 2014, PAN has continued to explore for extensions to the Savannah North mineralisation. The most recent hole SMD164 returned results of 5.05m @ 2.62% Ni, 0.16% Cu and 0.1% Co, which extended the western most lim...
	Upcoming work:
	Completion of the Savannah North scoping study is due in late 2015. We anticipate further drilling will be planned once the broad mining parameters are established and that priority targets will focus on the extensions to the West of existing resources.

	THX has simplified its portfolio in Western Australia and the Northern Territory consistent with its strategy of project rationalisation. The Sophie Downs and Allamber projects are low priority projects, and are likely to have low cost value accretive...
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	THX’s exploration activity in the Northern Territory focusses on the Pine Creek area situated about 240km to the south east of Darwin. The Allamber base metals and graphite project is located adjacent to interstate rail, roads and gas pipeline infrast...
	Copper is the principal target at each prospect area, although in recent times THX has pursued the significant graphite potential also known to be present. Drilling on the graphite prospects “Hatrick” and “Cliff South” in 2012 yielded results of 36m @...
	Drill results on the copper projects at “Ox Eyed Herring” in September 2015 yielded intersections of 6m @ 1.6% Cu, 20g/t Ag. Follow-up work is planned.
	Sophie Downs graphite / base metals (THX 100%)

	THX operates a number of early stage exploration projects in the Sophie Downs region of Northern Western Australia. Prospective for base metals and graphite, it is located approximately 50km to the north east of Halls Creek.
	The project consists of the Little Mount Isa prospect and the Ilmars prospect, which had previously been explored for base metals. Best results from drilling in 2013 at Ilmars included 24m @ 2.05% Zn, 0.4% Cu, 0.25% Pb and 11g/t Ag in hole TAXR6094. L...
	In early drilling THX identified associated graphitic schists as the source of local EM conductors. In September 2015 THX targeted the graphite to evaluate in more detail the graphitic schists that were identified as the source of the local EM conduct...
	The drill program conducted in September returned significant visual intercepts of graphitic schist in hole TSDD001. As announced on 25/9/2015, THX believes the hole to visually contain +50% graphite over 45m from 83-118m. The company expects to recei...
	Red Dragon

	THX has announced its intention to acquire Red Dragon Mines on 15/10/2015 (pending shareholder approval). The projects are located in the Payne’s Find/Meekatharra region of Western Australia and are located in close proximity to existing processing an...
	Consideration for the acquisition is by a placement of 17.9m shares at a price of A$0.077ps for a total value of A$1.38m.
	The majority of mineralisation that has been observed historically in the region is Archaean shear hosted gold, similar to other operators such as DRM and MLX located nearby.

